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The Family
We are living in a day when countless multitudes have lost their way both morally
and spiritually. Like a ship without anchor, this last day's generation is being
tossed to and fro by a flood of deception and wrong influences that is tragically
causing people to lose their moorings. What should we do to make sure we don't
get sucked in to the chaotic swirl of moral and spiritual confusion sweeping the
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world today? That is the vital question prolific author and Greek scholar Rick
Renner answers in this riveting and timely book.

Seven Things You Should Know about Divine Healing
God delivered Israel from Egyptian bondage to captivate them for Himself. In the
arid wilderness He planned to reveal His nature and ways to them, but they drew
back. How different are we today? Many confess the Lordship of Jesus and
acknowledge His saving power, yet like Israel, they've drawn back. Rather than
pursuing His heart they have cleaved to this world's form of worship-the worship of
self. As a result we have changed the image of Jesus to be like us. Fire can alter
these images. The fire we need is found in the Holiness of God. God is calling us to
draw nearer stillto tremble on Mt. Ziontransformed to touch others.

Driven by Eternity
To seek and find God is everything. In his forty-three years of seeking after God,
Francis Frangipane has learned one simple (yet essential) truth It is in seeking God,
that we actually find Him. The deliberate movement of our hearts toward God
leads us into far more than a simple answer to our need--it leads us straight to
Him. We discover God to be an ally whose wisdom is all encompassing and whose
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power can transform all things with just one look. In I Will Be Found by You he
shares a collection of some of his best writings on the topic, both old and new, to
reveal the key to seeking God and possessing a heart after God--the key that
unlocks everything important.

Nine O'clock in the Morning
What does it mean to praise God? In the ancient world, something extraordinary
happened when God's people gathered to worship Him. It was more than just
singing; it was a declaration, a proclamation, a time to fully embody praise to God
for who He is and what he has done. In fact, in the Psalms, seven Hebrew words
are translated into the English word praise, each of which represents a different
aspect of what it means to truly praise God. In Holy Roar, Chris Tomlin and Darren
Whitehead share a fresh perspective from the worship practices of the ancient
world. Grow in your understanding of praise as Darren offers unique insights. Be
inspired as Chris shares how those insights take shape in the stories behind some
of your favorite worship songs, including "How Great Is Our God," "We Fall Down,"
and "Good Good Father." Whether for your own personal use or for use in your
church small group, Holy Roar provides insight and encouragement to deepen your
practice of praise. Become a part of the Holy Roar.
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Face to Face with God
Together, we journey . . . to learn more and more of what it really means to bring
meaningful offerings to the heart of God. Thoughts, words, deeds, and songs--the
whole of our lives can be a response to His immeasurable worth. This book is for all
those who find themselves on such a pilgrimage: lead worshippers, pastors,
musicians, dancers, singers--anyone with a heart to pursue the depths of worship.
Within these pages you'll find a mixture of creative Bible insights and hands-on
advice for how to lead worship and write congregational songs. The Heart of
Worship Files will sharpen you in your quest to know Jesus and make Him known to
others.

Quebrando La Intimidacin / Breaking Intimidation
Envy might well be termed the silent sin. Because while all of us envy others to
some extent, few of us acknowledge our problem out loud, let alone try to
overcome it and move forward. Bob Sorge draws upon his own pastoral
experience--plus the admitted burden of his own envy--to show why and how it can
adversely affect the ministry of a church and even prevent revival in people's lives.
Sorge reveals why comparison of our ministry and spiritual gifts to that of our
fellow believers is to be avoided at all costs so that we do not hamstring God's plan
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for our growth and the accomplishment of His purposes. This is a must-read for
leaders of all churches, great and small--and anyone who wants the peace that
comes with a life free of envy.

Thus Saith the Lord?
The breakthrough book that has helped over half a million Christians worldwide
since 1989! Classic Christianity—Bob George’s eye-opening distillation of the lifetransforming truths of the gospel—now has a fresh cover and interior that reflect
the up-to-the-minute relevance of its message. Like so many Christians, Bob
George started out in love with Jesus, only to end up feeling disappointed and
empty. Drawing on his struggles and his teaching and counseling experience, Bob
cuts to the heart of believers’ common questions Doesn’t God expect me to clean
up my act before I approach Him? I know God loves me—but does He accept me?
I’m saved and forgiven do I just wait for heaven now? In Classic Christianity,
believers will see the way back to the life Jesus provided—a life set free from the
law’s bondage, lived in the newness of the Spirit, and secure in the Father’s
affection. Find out more at www.classicchristianity.com.

Extraordinary: Keys to a Breakthrough Life
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You Can Destroy What Steals Your Strength Just like Superman, who can leap over
any hurdle and defeat every foe, followers of Christ have the supernatural ability to
conquer the challenges we face. But the problem for both Superman and us is
there’s a kryptonite that steals our strength. Of course, both Superman and
kryptonite are fictional. But spiritual kryptonite is not. This book offers answers to
why so many of us are unable to experience the divine strength that was evident
among first-century Christians. In Killing Kryptonite, John Bevere reveals what this
kryptonite is, why it’s compromising our communities, and how to break free from
its bondage. Not for the faint of heart, Killing Kryptonite is anything but a spiritual
sugar high. This is serious truth for any Christ-follower who longs to embrace the
challenging but rewarding path of transformation. Includes discussion questions for
group study

Destined to Reign Devotional
Bestselling author and evangelist Bevere helps Christians learn how to turn from
being worshipers of the culture to "true worshipers of the living Christ, becoming
conformed to His image."

God, Where Are You?!
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A 2002 Logos Association Best Book award winner! Everyone has something to say
about Jesus. Sorting through the numerous books of recent years, you may find
yourself lost in a thicket of viewpoints, some troubling to faith, some puzzling to
the intellect. But John Stott, one of the outstanding evangelical voices of the last
half century, offers in The Incomparable Christ an enriching vision of Jesus that
defies measurment. In this newly Americanized, paperback edition Stott invites you
to view Jesus from four perspectives: The Original Jesus: How the New Testament
witnesses to Jesus in the Gospels, Acts and the Letters The Ecclesiastical Jesus:
How the church has presented Jesus historically, from Justin Martyr, Benedict and
Anselm, to Thomas À Kempis, Martin Luther and Thomas Jefferson, to Gustavo
GuitiÉrrez, N. T. Wright, and the Edinburgh and Lausanne missionary confessions of
the twentieth century The Influential Jesus: How people from St. Francis to Tolstoy,
from Gandhi to Roland Allen, from Father Damien to William Wilberforce have
taken inspiriation from him The Eternal Jesus: How he continually challenges
today's men and women through ten visions from the book of Revelation This is
the Jesus who is like no other--worthy of your worship, your confession and your
obedience as you follow him into the future.

Awakening The Slumbering Spirit
Live with eternity in view! You were created with eternity in your heart. This is why
you have an inner knowledge of a greater existence beyond this life on earth. This
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40-day devotional is inspired by Driven by Eternity: Make Your Life Count Today
and Forever by best-selling author John Bevere. In it he shares compelling
principles on how to live with hope and assurance that will carry you through to
eternity. Each day contains a devotional reading inspired by the book, additional
Scriptures for study, an eternity truth, key action steps and points of reflection, and
a personal prayer. It is easy to get stuck in the busyness of life and miss what’s
most important. Everyone will stand before Jesus Christ at the end of time, and
those who have followed Him will receive eternal rewards. Many will be shocked to
learn that the majority of their time was spent on things that won’t matter. How
can you be ready to stand confidently before Christ? This devotional will instruct
you how to maintain an eternal perspective inspire you to work for the things that
will endure till the end. Keep in sight the reward Christ has for you as you follow
Him with all of your heart, mind, soul, and strength.

Kissed the Girls and Made Them Cry
This well loved writer effectively uses his personal mistakes to illustrate riveting
truths about repentance and forgiveness. As he focuses on the true authority of
God, he is careful to explain by example the important difference between
"submission" and "obedience." The same struggle with divine authority is also
represented through the lives of John the Baptist, the Apostle Paul, and other
biblical figures. An especially helpful book for Christians who want to develop a
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serious pursuit of God.

The Holy Spirit
The predominant message in our culture is that it's okay to have sex whenever,
wherever, and however we want. Sex has become just sex. But while society has
taken sex too far, the church hasn't taken it far enough. God wants couples to
make love in marriage-with passion, with purpose, and with pleasure. Marriages
aren't experiencing all the benefits that come from a healthy sex life. Couples are
facing a barrage of influences that keep them from connecting with each other
regularly-the kids, the career, the house, the errands, etc. SEXPERIMENT shows
people that sex in marriage is more than just sex, and it's more than a chore. The
Youngs believe it's time to get back to understanding the context of sex in
marriage and that it's time for couples to break the barriers keeping them from a
healthy sexual relationship. Couples ought to experience the benefits of having sex
regularly, intentionally, and creatively. SEXPERIMENT will allow couples to discover
that the intersection of God and sex can lead to a life punctuated by exclamation
marks!

Be Angry, But Don't Blow It
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Do you feel lost in a difficult season, wondering, “GOD, WHERE ARE YOU?!”
Perhaps you heard God speak, but now He seems silent. Maybe you moved forward
in faith, but now His presence is nowhere to be found. Welcome to the
wilderness—the place between receiving a promise from God and seeing it come to
pass. But here’s the good news—this is no purposeless wasteland. God uses the
wilderness to prepare and equip you for your destiny—that is, if you navigate it
correctly. Contrary to what many may think, getting through this season isn’t just a
matter of waiting on God. You have a part to play in navigating through it. A big
one. And if you don’t want to waste time wandering in circles, it’s important to
learn what that is. In this eye-opening book, best-selling author John Bevere equips
you with key biblical insights and profound stories that will help you navigate your
dry or difficult seasons and step into all that God has for you. Includes discussion
questions for group study

Tactics
In HONOR'S REWARD, bestselling author John Bevere unveils the power and truth
of an often-overlooked principle-the spiritual law of honor. Bevere explains that
understanding the vital role of this virtue will enable readers to attract blessing
both now and for eternity.
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Classic Christianity
You Were Meant for More! All of us were extraordinarily created for a life that is
anything but ordinary. In this motivating booklet, best-selling author John Bevere
offers seven critical keys to a breakthrough life that will position you to embrace
divine empowerment. God has prepared a path for you that far surpasses the usual
definitions of success or fulfillment! Isn't it time to pursue your extraordinary life?

Killing Kryptonite
Friend of Sinners
In Drawing Near, John Bevere invites readers to explore a life of intimacy with God.
Emphasizing the need for obedience, he urges us to practice-just as we would
practice anything we hope to improve-our communication with the Holy Spirit.
Understanding that prayer is a dialogue, not a monologue, Bevere encourages us
to listen at the Father's feet. Study questions in each chapter offer opportunity for
reflection, and a "How to draw near to God" section offers practical steps toward
developing true intimacy with Him.
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Honor's Reward
The ultimate showdown calls for the ultimate team. Jesus and you. God sets a
pretty high standard for sexual purity for his men: “Among you there must not be
even a hint of sexual immorality” (Ephesians 5:3). Can you reach that standard?
You’ve tried–and often succeeded. But if you haven’t quite finished the job, you
still need the right game day tactics to defeat temptation–and be God’s champion.
Tactics picks up where Every Young Man’s Battle leaves off. It explains why sexual
sin is so addictive and why guys battling in the trenches to stay pure still struggle.
Most of all, it unveils the spiritual front of this epic match-up and how an intimate
connection to the Father is the edge needed for victory. Grab hold of these
practical steps to the deeper spiritual intimacy that will neutralize the sexual
pollution in today’s culture. And start living to the extreme with God. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

The Fear Of The Lord
Este libro pone de manifiesto a la intimidación, quiebra su control temerario y le
enseña a liberar los dones de Dios, estableciendo el control del Señor. El autor nos
enseña a librarnos de los miedos a la manera de Dios.
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Heaven is for Real
Pastor and writer Rich Wilkerson Jr. shines a spotlight on every Christian’s calling to
reach the world, seek the lost, and save sinners with Jesus’ scandalous message of
the gospel of grace. The Bible calls Jesus a friend of sinners. What does that mean?
In Friend of Sinners, Rich Wilkerson Jr. shows readers the profound implications of
the reality that Jesus calls us friends not because of who we are or what we have
done, but because of who he is. While he was on earth, he knew that people
needed to belong before they would want to behave. He understood that the
power within him was greater than the darkness around him, so he loved
fearlessly. By following his example, we can have the same clear conviction and
compassion for the lost that he did. His gospel of scandalous grace cannot be
overestimated. When we embrace the truth that we all need Jesus equally and
when we trust him to bring transformation in people’s hearts, we will walk as Jesus
walked, experiencing the glory of God in our own lives and in the lives of those
around us.

I Will Be Found By You
Joseph Prince shares 365 dynamic devotions revealing that you can reign over
every adversity, lack, and destructive habit limiting you from experiencing the
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success, wholeness, and victory you are destined to enjoy.

Envy
DIVImagine your life if you could walk free from sin and keep Satan out of your
personal and business affairs. What is the key? In this bestselling book, formerly
titled The Devil's Door, John Bevere reveals that the greatest form of spiritual
warfare for any Christian is the powerful force of an obedient life. Enemy Access
Denied will give you a fresh revelation of how God supplies a security system in
the Spirit and prompt your heart and mind to find hidden sins and identify
rebellion. As you're challenged to be holy, you'll discover how grace gives you the
power not to be a slave to sin anymore./div

Seizing Your Divine Moment
DIVHave you ever longed to do something great for God, but lacked the ability to
put “feet” to your longings? Have you tried to overcome your lack of passion for
God or the things of God, but felt harnessed by spiritual lethargy? Do you want to
impact your world for God? This book unveils the possibility that your own inner
spirit may be slumbering…unfocused…even apathetic because of unresolved
spiritual issues. It shows how this can affect your conscience, or hinder you from
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building and sustaining personal relationships, intimate communication, and
devotional life. As you read this uniquely written book, you will find lifetransforming principles for allowing the Holy Spirit to awaken your personal spirit
and help you learn to walk confidently in the nature and image of Christ./div

Relentless
These days the terms good and God seem synonymous. We believe what’s
generally accepted as good must be in line with God’s will. Generosity, humility,
justice—good. Selfishness, arrogance, cruelty—evil. The distinction seems pretty
straightforward. But is that all there is to it? If good is so obvious, why does the
Bible say that we need discernment to recognize it? Good or God? isn’t another selfhelp message. This book will do more than ask you to change your behavior. It will
empower you to engage with God on a level that will change every aspect of your
life.

Sexperiment
In this inspiring book, Erwin McManus uses the biblical account of Israel's war with
the Philistines (1 Samuel 13 and 14) and the characters of Saul and Jonathan to
demonstrate the difference between living a life of purpose and adventure, and
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living one of apathy and missed opportunity. In the midst of a less-than-hopeful
battle, Saul-who should have been leading-rested beneath a pomegranate tree as
Jonathan seized the divine moment that would impact the future of Israel. Through
this story McManus artfully illustrates the eight characteristics of an adventurer's
heart, what he calls "the Jonathan factor." Using powerful examples from his own
life and ministry, along with fresh biblical teaching, McManus asserts that God
crafts divine moments specific to each of us-priceless opportunities for us to
actively engage in God's big-picture plan. Apathy and apprehension prevent us
from being all we are meant to be for God's kingdom. But by developing the
characteristics McManus outlines, Christians can move from mundane to
miraculous living.

The Birthright
If youÆre one of the millions of Christians weighed down by the guilt of things
done, and undone, feeling you are falling short of GodÆs expectations, The
Birthright is a liberating, life-changing celebration of your birthright as a child of
the King.Whether you are of Reformed, grace-based roots, or Arminian, worksdriven traditions, you may have a gnawing sense that you are failing to please the
Father. The Birthright will liberate you from the drudgery of ÔdoingÖ and help you
discover the joy of ÔbeingÖ Ûmoving out of the servantÆs quarters and into the
FatherÆs house where you are loved, accepted and celebrated . . . simply because
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you are His child.

How to Keep Your Head on Straight in a World Gone Crazy
The Holy Spirit is often portrayed as something "weird." But the Bible makes it
clear that the Spirit is not something. He is someone-a Person who has promised to
never leave your side. John Bevere invites you into a personal discovery of the
most ignored and misunderstood Person in the Church: the Holy Spirit.

Honor's Reward
How far can I go? It's the question of a generation wanting straight answers. Often
the very questions we ask reveal our hearts better than anything else. In Kissed
the Girls and Made Them Cry, Lisa Bevere tackles these tough issues by moving us
from rules to relationship. There is no question we need a renewal of purity, but
what we're doing is not working. How far can you go? Ask yourself: What do you
ultimately want? Immediate and temporary gratification that wanes with the
passage of time? Or passion and exclusive intimacy that endures and intensifies?
God wants to move us beyond the restraint of the law (which arouses sin) and
plant us into a garden of longing -- where our sexuality and passion is carefully
guarded and cultivated until the time for its awakening. This is a book for every
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daughter in waiting and every woman who has never known desire in her life and
marriage.

A Heart Ablaze
Using examples from the Bible and Scriptural quotations, the author discusses the
need for perservance and vigilance in the face of unexpected obstacles and
challenges.

Under Cover
Why should we care about heaven? -- What is heaven like? -- When does a person
go to heaven? -- Where is heaven? -- Who goes to heaven?

Enemy Access Denied
How to know when God is speaking to you through another person.

A Heart Ablaze
They insist they are just a group of friends, yet they funnel millions of dollars
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through tax-free corporations. They claim to disdain politics, but congressmen of
both parties describe them as the most influential religious organization in
Washington. They say they are not Christians, but simply believers. Behind the
scenes at every National Prayer Breakfast since 1953 has been the Family, an elite
network dedicated to a religion of power for the powerful. Their goal is "Jesus plus
nothing." Their method is backroom diplomacy. The Family is the startling story of
how their faith—part free-market fundamentalism, part imperial ambition—has
come to be interwoven with the affairs of nations around the world.

Holy Roar
Seven Things You Should Know About Divine Healing shares powerful scriptural
truths that prove it is God's will to heal!

Drawing Near
DIV Unlock the treasures of salvation It is time to give God His due honor and
reverence in a way that will revolutionize your life in your worship, prayers, and
personal life. /div

Covens in the Church
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This expanded edition of Bill Johnson's popular book has questions for reflection
and a prayer at the end of each chapter. This new material will encourage the
reader to take what he has read and apply it in his own life. Bill Johnson pastors a
church where supernatural encounters with God happen regularly, miracles are
common, and the congregation has an infectious passion for spiritual growth. How
does he do it? It's simp≤ he makes experiencing a deep, intimate relationship with
God a priority for himself and the rest of his congregation. In Face to Face With
God Bill Johnson helps you pursue God for greater measures of His presence in
your own life, sharing the principles he has learned as well as real-life stories from
his church and ministry. You will learn: How to "set up an ambush" for God rather
than just waiting on God What it means to enter "the favor of His face" and how it
changes history How to deal with distractions that enter the mind during
prayer/meditation time The reward of keeping your eyes on the "Blesser" while
reaching for His blessings What happens when God speaks directly as a result of
obedience How to move beyond the spiritual plateaus to ride the coming wave of
revival

The Heart of Worship Files
Experiences of an Episcopal minister in the charismatic movement.
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The Incomparable Christ
Burton leads a discussion on the issues of unity, authority, and mission advance.

A Life Ablaze
New York Times best-selling author Lisa Bevere encourages women to stop hurting
the ones they love, to learn to say things so they'll be heard, to get rid of
bitterness, and to find forgiveness for themselves. Conflict – it’s unavoidable.
Therefore, each of us must learn to manage it successfully. But what if we can't?
What if anger has us out of control and out of hand? You're passionate and losing
your cool. Or perhaps worse – you're depressed and wrought with fear because
you've turned the destructive force of rage on yourself. Anger controlled Lisa for
years, exacting a devastating toll upon her life and relationships. Desperate, Lisa
cried out to God . . . and found help. If you, too, are at a turning point – longing for
change yet stuck in a whirlwind of fury and rage – Be Angry, But Don't Blow It will
help you regain control. Sharing all she has learned about handling this powerful
emotion, Lisa discusses how you can: Learn to say things so you'll be heard Move
beyond mere apologies into genuine confession Yank the defiling root of bitterness
Find forgiveness and release for yourself This book interweaves powerful scriptural
truths with practical, personal examples and prayer. Readers will learn to channel
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passionate emotions constructively. Anger is not wrong, it is how we express it and
how far we take it that determines the outcome. For those really ready to be
honest and get free, this book will light the way. Be Angry, But Don’t Blow It also
includes a three-week program to help move you from destructive to constructive
anger and recapture the healthy passion God wants you to have.

Good Or God?
There is a storm ahead. Is your faith you strong enough to stand? We've all heard
accounts of Christians whose faith stood fast through incredible adversity. Stories
like these prompt us to ask "could I endure the same testing?" Building a strong
Christian life can be compared to building any strong structure: just as the right
tools are needed to get the job done, there are spiritual tools needed to help you
dig deeper, grow stronger, and stand firmer in your Christian walk. In A Life Ablaze,
author Rick Renner carefully examines 10 areas that will strengthen you to
withstand the storms of life. Topics include: A desire the Holy Spirit The cry for
holiness A heart for worship Passion for prayer Commitment to giving Embracing
humility A love for God's Word Don't wait until the trials come. Today is the day to
storm-proof your faith!
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